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The random walk of a neutron
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capture and fission. Many fissile
isotopes may be present in a fissile
material, each with its specific
spectrum. Scattering reactions are
assumed isotropic in LAB.

The random walk is a continuous line
made of straight free paths connected
at collision locations.
The random walk is affected by the
geometry of the domain and by the
cross-section data corresponding to
materials present in the domain.
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During its walk, the particle state is
characterized by its position, direction
of travel, energy group index, and
weight.
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At start, the source neutron is
characterized by its emission
spectrum, position in space (and
material index), and weight.
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The number of nuclear reactions is
limited to scattering, (n,2n), radiative
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A single call to the random number generator is represented by the dice symbol ( ).
Begin

Set the properties of the source neutron:
index of the fissile isotope producing the source neutron
position of the source neutron
index of the material where is located the source neutron
weight of the source neutron
find the energy group of the source neutron
find the direction (isotropic in LAB) of the source neutron

compute the free path using Eq. (3.572)

compute the end position of the free path

end position

surface

type of boundary condition

volume
void

End

determine if the collision is virtual
yes

virtual collision

reflection

compute the reentrant neutron direction

periodic

compute the reentering neutron position

no
re-emit a neutron
on boundary
(ndim-1)
determine the type of reaction

white or albedo

neutron survive

yes

find the reentering
isotropic direction

no
End
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determine the type of reaction
scattering

(n,2n)
multiply the weight of
the neutron by 2

fission or capture
find the number of fissile
isotopes at collision point
>1
find the fissile
isotope index

0
find the energy group of
the secondary neutron
find the direction (isotropic in LAB)
of the secondary neutron

End

1
multiply the weight of
νΣ f
the neutron by
Σa
End
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The random walk of a neutron
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The overall algorithm for the random walk of a single neutron is implemented in Matlab script
mctrk. The mctrk script is called as
[ngen iseed]=mctrk(myNode,bc,alb,ngen,iseed,xyzl,varargin{:}) ;

whith the parameters defined as
myNode= structure containing cross-section data:
myNode(ireg).sigt(ig) is the macroscopic total cross section in region ireg
and energy group ig.
myNode(ireg).sigs(jg,ig) is the macroscopic differential scattering cross
section in region ireg from group ig towards group jg.
myNode(ireg).nusigf(isonbr,ig) is the number of neutron emitted per
fission (ν) times the macroscopic fission cross section in region ireg and energy
group ig for a fission of fissile isotope isonbr.
myNode(ireg).chi(isonbr,ig) is the fission spectrum component in region
ireg and energy group ig for a fission of fissile isotope isonbr.
myNode(ireg).sn2n(ig) is the macroscopic (n,2n) cross section in region
ireg and energy group ig.
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[ngen iseed]=mctrk(myNode,bc,alb,ngen,iseed,xyzl,varargin{:}) ;
bc= string variable for selecting the boundary condition. The value is chosen among
refl for specular reflection, void for vacuum boundary condition, tran for periodic
boundary condition and albe for albedo boundary condition.
alb= albedo value selected in the [0, 1] interval
ngen= structure containing the properties of the neutron. The output value of ngen
corresponds to the death location of the neutron.
ngen.mix is the region where the neutron is located.
ngen.isonbr is the index of the fissile isotope producing the neutron.
ngen.nu is the neutron weight
ngen.pos(idim) is the position of the neutron along idim–th Cartesian axis.
iseed= arbitrary integer used by the random number generator. This value is initially
imposed by the user or computed by the previous call to randf.
xyzl= floating-point 2×ndim matrix giving the domain limits for ngen.pos(idim)
along each Cartesian axis.
varargin{:}= additional geometric information used by the mctptr script. This
information may be, for example, the radius of the cylindrical rods in a pincell.
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1. The random walk starts with the source neutron, emitted with an isotropic angular
distribution in LAB and a fission spectrum distribution in energy. The random number
generator is called one time (r1 ) to set the index of its initial energy group index g:

(28)

g−1
X

h=1

χj,h,k < r1 ≤

g
X

χj,h,k ⇔ the energy group index is g

h=1

where χj,g,k is the fission spectrum component in group g and region k for a fission of
isotope j. In case where the index j is not known, we are assuming g = 1.
p
p
2
1 − µ2 sin φ , µ} of the source
2. The initial direction Ω = col{ 1 − µ cos φ ,
neutron is set after two calls of the random number generator (r2 and r3 ). The
corresponding random variables are obtained using µ = 2r2 − 1 and φ = 2π r3 .
3. The free-path loop generally starts with the random evaluation of new free path
distance ∆Li using
ln(r4 )
(29)
.
∆Li = Ps−1 (r4 ) = −
Σmax
If the starting position of the free path is a specular reflection or periodic boundary
condition, the new free path distance is simply set to the remaining length after
crossing the boundary.
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4. At this point, we know the starting position r, direction Ω and distance ∆Li of the free
path. A call to user–supplied script mctptr is performed to determine if the end
position is located inside a volume or on a boundary, to obtain the corresponding end
position r′ = r + ∆Li Ω and to determine in which material it is located:
[pos,ireg,length,idso]=mctptr(length,vdir,pos,xyzl,varargin{:}) ;
length = free-path distance ∆Li . Set to zero at output if the end position is located
inside a volume. Set to the remaining distance if the end position is located on a
boundary.
vdir = direction Ω of the neutron.
xyzl = 2×ndim matrix giving the domain limits for the neutron position along
each axis.
varargin{:} = additional geometric information used by the mctptr script.
pos = initial position r of the neutron at input. Final position r′ of the neutron at
output.
ireg = corresponding material if the end position is located inside a volume.
Equal to the negative of the boundary surface index if the end position is located
on a boundary.
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The random walk algorithm
side 4
5

r’

r’

4
3
2
1

r

side 2

side 1

idso = index equal to ±idim, where
idim is the index of the Cartesian
axis perpendicular to the boundary.
idso is negative if the outgoing
normal vector is pointing in the
negative direction. Equal to zero if
the end position is located in volume.

4.

3

side 3

5. After a call to mctptr, the random walk is different depending if the end position is
located inside a volume or on a boundary. In the former case, a random test is
performed to determine if the collision is virtual or real, following the Woodcock
rejection algorithm. The random number generator is drawn and, if
(30)

r≤

Σmax,g − Σg,k
Σmax,g

⇔ the collision is virtual

where k is the region index where the collision occurs. Σmax,g and Σg,k are the
maximum and actual macroscopic cross sections in group g.
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6. If the collision is virtual, the free-path loop is recycled. Otherwise, a random number r
is drawn and the type of reaction is sampled, using
Σs,g,k
Σg,k

⇔

scattering reaction ;

Σs,g,k + Σ(n,2n),g,k
Σs,g,k
<r≤
Σg,k
Σg,k

⇔

(n, 2n) reaction ;

⇔

radiative capture or fission reaction

r≤

(31)

r>

Σs,g,k + Σ(n,2n),g,k
Σg,k

7. In case of scattering reaction, a secondary neutron is reemitted with a different energy
and isotropically in LAB. The energy group index of the secondary neutron is sampled:

(32)

1
Σs,g,k

h−1
X

Σs,h′ ←g,k < r ≤

h′ =1

1
Σs,g,k

h
X

Σs,h′ ←g,k ⇔

h′ =1

the secondary energy group index is h.
8. The (n,2n) reaction is simulated. A single neutron is reemitted with an isotropic
distribution in LAB, an energy obtained from Eq. (32), and a weight multiplied by two.
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9. In case of radiative capture or fission, the free-path loop terminates and the resulting
fission neutron properties are made available as output variables of the script. These
two reactions are treated together using the implicit fission model. The weight ω ′ of the
output neutron is set:
If the collision occurs in a non-fissile region, the neutron is lost and ω ′ = 0.
If the collision occurs in a region containing J fissile isotopes, the actual index j of
the fissile isotope is drawn. The random number generator is called, and j is set:

(33)

j−1
X

νΣf,j ′ ,g,k

j ′ =1
J
X

j ′ =1

<r≤
νΣf,j ′ ,g,k

j
X

νΣf,j ′ ,g,k

j ′ =1
J
X

⇔ the fissile isotope index is j.
νΣf,j ′ ,g,k

j ′ =1

Using the above value of j, the weight ω ′ of the neutron is set to
(34)

ω′ = ω

Σg,k

νΣf,j,g,k
− Σs,g,k − Σ(n,2n),g,k

and the free-path loop terminates.
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Let us now describe the random walk after a call to mctptr if the end position is located on
a boundary. Different outcomes are possible, depending on the type of boundary conditions:
If specular reflection type, the neutron is reflected back inside the domain and pursue
its flight for the remaining free-path distance after crossing boundary surface −ireg.
If vacuum type, the neutron is lost, its weight ω ′ is set to zero and the free-path loop
terminates.
If periodic type, the direction of the neutron is left unchanged and its position is
translated to the boundary surface which is parallel to surface −ireg.
If albedo type, a probability exists for the neutron to be reemitted uniformly and
isotropically on surface −ireg. If the albedo β is zero, the boundary condition is of
vacuum type. Otherwise, the neutron survival is drawn using
(35)

r



≤ β;
> β;

the neutron survive,
the neutron is lost (its weight ω ′ is set to zero).

If the neutron survive, the random number generator is called two times to determine
the entering direction Ω′ and ndim−1 times to find its position on surface −ireg. The
random number generator is called one more time to compute a new free-path
distance using Eq. (24). The free-path loop is recycled.
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Nuclear criticality is the ability to sustain a chain reaction by fission neutrons.
Each cycle comprises the simulation of a batch of neutrons containing M source
neutrons, each of them executing a random walk. The number of neutrons generated
at the end of each cycle is generally not equal to the number of source neutrons
started at the beginning of the cycle. The effective multiplication factor in cycle n is
defined as ratio
(36)

Keff,n =

number of source neutrons in cycle n + 1
.
number of source neutrons in cycle n

The quality of the initial spatial distribution of source neutrons is an important issue.
Here, we are using a spatially uniform initial distribution of neutrons, all located in
group 1, keeping in mind that a more sophisticated choice may be required in real life
applications.
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Another important parameter is the total number N of simulated cycles.
The Keff estimate is computed as the arithmetic average of the values obtained at
each cycle, in order to reduce the statistical error.
The first Ic cycles in a criticality calculation are inactive cycles, where the spatial
source changes from the initial definition to the correct distribution for the problem. The
first Ic values of Keff are therefore withdrew from the arithmetic average.
Estimates of the Keff and corresponding standard deviation of the mean ∆Keff are written

Keff

(37)

1
=
N − Ic

N
X

Keff,n

n=Ic +1

and
(38)
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1. We study successive batches of Mn ≃ M source neutrons, each of them having an
initial weight ωm,n approximatively equal to one, set in such a way that the sum of the
weights is exactly equal to M . The n–th generation starts with a batch of neutrons,
distributed over the fission sites of the (n − 1)–th generation.
2. Each of the Mn neutrons undergoes a random walk. The end-position weights can be
used to update the Keff at completion of the random walks of cycle n, so that

(39)

Keff,n

Mn
1 X
′
.
ωm,n
=
M m=1

3. The Keff of the previous cycle is used to normalize the initial weight of the source
neutrons executing the random walk of cycle n. The initial weight ωm,n are written

(40)

ωm,n =

′
ωm,n−1

Keff,n−1

and the power iteration loop is recycled.
4. If condition Mn ≃ M is lost, the Monte Carlo method becomes ineffective. Two
techniques can be introduced: the splitting technique and the Russian roulette strategy.
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If some neutrons have initial weights ωm,n above one, the splitting technique can be applied.
In this case, some neutrons are split into Λm,n identical source neutrons, each of them
executing a different random walk. The number of source neutrons is the integer value

(41)

Λm,n = max

1,

$

′
ωm,n−1

Keff,n−1

%!

′
are the weight of the
where symbols ⌊·⌋ are representing integer division and where ωm,n−1
neutrons at end position of the previous random walk. The initial weight of the source
neutrons executing the random walk of cycle n are given by a modified version of Eq. (40)
where
′
ωm,n−1
(42)
.
ωm,n =
Λm,n Keff,n−1

Using these initial weights, the initial number of neutrons undergoing random walks during
any cycle n is constant and equal to M , so that

(43)

Mn
X

ωm,n Λm,n = M .

m=1
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The initial number of source neutrons Mn may come out to be large, compared to M .
Consequently, the number of source neutrons with small weights increases from
generation to generations, making the Monte Carlo method inefficient.
The idea is to randomly skip most of the source neutrons associated with small
weights. A weight threshold ωlimit is set and the source neutrons with end-position
′
< ωlimit are randomly skipped in a way that does not cause bias.
weight ωm,n−1
In this case, the number of neutrons resulting from the previous cycle is M ′ > M . The
weights corresponding to these neutrons are sorted by decreasing value and the M –th value
is used as weight threshold ωlimit . The weights associated to neutrons are left unchanged if
′
≥ ωlimit . The remaining weights are modified depending on the value of a random
ωm,n−1
variable r, using
(
′
ωm,n−1
′′
(44)
= ωlimit ; if r ≤ ωlimit ,
ωm,n−1
0,
otherwise.
Using this technique, it is possible to maintain the number of sources neutrons below an
acceptable value:
(45)

′

M =

Mn
X

Λm,n < 2M .

m=1
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mcflx

mctrk

mcptr

power iteration

random walk

end-of-path location

The above techniques are implemented in Matlab script mcflx. It is called as
[keff,rekeff]=mcflx(myNode,bc,alb,k_cycle,nsrck,ikz,kct,xyzl, ...
varargin{:})
whith the parameters defined as
myNode= structure containing cross-section data.
bc= string variable for selecting the boundary condition.
alb= albedo value selected in the [0, 1] interval
k cycle= initial guess of Keff,0
nsrck= nominal number of source histories M per Keff cycle
ikz= number of source cycles Ic to skip before Keff accumulation
kct= total number of cycles N in the problem
xyzl= domain limits for ngen.pos(idim).
varargin{:}= additional geometric information used by the mctptr script.
keff= effective multiplication factor as defined by Eq. (39)
rekeff= standard deviation of the effective multiplication factor as defined by Eq. (38).
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The Matlab script mcflx
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To set up a criticality calculation, four important numbers are parameters of script mcflx and
must be user-defined: Keff,0 , M , Ic and N . The quality of the Monte Carlo simulation
depends on the optimal choice of these parameters.
k eff,n 1.05

1.045

1.04

1.035

1.03
100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

cycle index (n)
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We consider the Monte Carlo simulation of a neutral particle behavior, for the purpose of
estimating a reaction rate
(46)

Rρ =

Z

d3 r
V

Z

dE Σρ (r, E) φ(r, E)
∆E

where V is the spatial domain, ∆E is the energy domain, Σρ (r, E) is a macroscopic cross
section for reaction ρ, and φ(r, E) is the particle flux.
The simplest way to estimate a reaction rate is to score the corresponding interactions that
are simulated during the random walk of a batch of particles. This type of estimate is called
analog, since it is directly related to the simulation process. According to this technique, the
analog collision rate is estimated by summing the number of actual (not virtual) collisions
during the random walk, taking care to consider the actual weight ωi of the particle at the
moment of collision. We write
I
X
R=
(47)
ωi
i=1

where I is the total number of scored values. Only scores corresponding to actual collisions
and to phase-space positions in V and ∆E are included in the sum over I.
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Similarly, the expected rate of an arbitrary reaction ρ can be estimated by summing over the
fractional reaction probabilities, using

(48)

Rρ =

I
X
i=1

ωi

Σρ,g,k
Σg,k

where Σρ,g,k and Σg,k are the macroscopic cross sections at the score location k ∈ V and
g ∈ ∆E. Equation (48) is the collision estimator. It is more efficient than the analog
estimator for reaction ρ (i. e., counting only ρ–type reactions) because scores are recorded
even if the particular reaction ρ does not occur.
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The integrated flux is the total distance travelled by all the particles in V during a unit period
of time. The track-length estimator records individual free-path distances ∆Li and add them
to produce an estimation of the flux. It is important to consider free paths between actual and
virtual collisions in the summation over Iv . The expected integrated flux can therefore be
estimated using
(49)

F =

Iv
X

ωi ∆Li

i=1

and the expected rate of an arbitrary reaction ρ can be estimated using

(50)

Rρ =

Iv
X

ωi Σρ,g,k ∆Li .

i=1

Here, only components of ∆Li actually located inside V must be included in the summation.
The exact fraction is not known with the Woodcock method, as only the end-point locations
of ∆Li are recorded. Computing the individual track segments in each region would
introduce an overhead that would compromise the efficiency of the Woodcock method.
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The Woodcock method offers an alternative reaction estimator with properties similar to the
track-length estimator. The virtual collision estimator records virtual and actual collisions and
use them to produce an estimation of the flux and of the reaction rates. The expected
integrated flux can therefore be estimated using

(51)

F =

Iv
X

ωi

i=1

1
Σmax,g

and the expected rate of an arbitrary reaction ρ can be estimated using

(52)

Rρ =

Iv
X
i=1
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Σρ,g,k
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A virtual collision estimation of the effective multiplication factor would be written

Keff =

(53)

Iv
P

i=1
Iv
P

i=1

ωi

ωi

νΣf,g,k
Σmax,g

Σg,k − Σs,g,k − 2 Σ(n,2n),g,k
Σmax,g

where the contribution of (n,2n) reactions is left on the denominator in order to be consistent
with the definition of Keff .
The track-length and virtual collision estimators are the only ones permitting to obtain
the flux in voided regions.
Another advantage of the track-length and virtual collision estimators over the collision
estimator are their better efficiency in small geometry regions. All collisions are
recorded, even the virtual ones. The difference is important in optically thin volumes
and in materials with low interaction probability.
As the number of virtual collisions per actual collision increases, the Woodcock
method becomes less efficient, but the accuracy of the virtual collision estimator
approaches that of the track-length estimator.
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